RUN AND REINVENT IN ACTION: IBM Z15

As I’m sure you’ve heard, IBM has announced its IBM z15 mainframe and it’s a fantastic addition to
the z story. With its cloud-native development and robust security, privacy, compliance, and
recovery features, not to mention its memory and capacity improvements, z15 proves again that the
mainframe is a solid platform for future growth.
But mainframe loyalists have long known the strength and endurance of the platform. And nowhere
has that been more obvious than in the results of our Mainframe Survey each year (spoiler alert – we
announce 2019 results on Tuesday), in which we poll mainframe professionals from around the
world about their practices, priorities, and pains when it comes to this always evolving platform. The
new z15 answers many of the needs identified by executives and IT practitioners, and invigorates the
platform with the kind of safety, security, and storage capacity that no other enterprise offering can
match. And while z15 is a standout example of mainframe modernization at its core, it shines light on
the flexibility and evolution of the platform as a whole.
BMC is a proud partner to IBM and a leader in mainframe modernization. We were excited to have
been among the first to experience the new capabilities of z15 at IBM’s testing center, and we look
forward to beginning to migrate to our new z15 in the next few weeks. We are also pleased to
support our joint customers as they migrate to this new modern platform, offering Day One support
on all of our mainframe products.
BMC has a rich history of being a best of breed IT solutions provider helping customers support their
business with increased speed, availability, security, and agility. Our BMC Automated Mainframe
Intelligence (AMI) portfolio optimizes the mainframe for modern enterprise organizations by

strengthening mainframe security, enabling DevOps, and utilizing predictive analytics to better
manage cost, capacity and performance management.
z15 is a beautiful example of how a company can innovate for the future while ensuring their existing
operations, products, and services continue to meet customer demands. Stay tuned for the exciting
results of this year’s Mainframe Survey to see how important mainframe modernization efforts will
be to organizations of all sizes and every industry—including yours.

